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Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adverb.

( 1 ) Nicholas sleeps
deep

after long days.

( 2 ) I write the
sloppy

of

anyone in my writing class.

( 3 ) Allison wants to research her topic

far

.

( 4 ) The last ball flew the

far

of all of them.

( 5 ) Some flowers grow

often

in drier places.

( 6 ) Please work
hard

on

your homework.

( 7 ) She arrived
early

at

school today.

( 8 ) The beginning of the film moves

slow

than the rest.

( 9 ) The snake became

big

after it

swallowed the giant frog.

(10) My little brother behaves

good

than you do.

(11) Matthew saved the

much

on his water bill.

(12) She asked the teacher

polite

ly than the other

students.

(13) Which offer comes

close

to your price?.

(14) Garrett's tooth hurt the

bad

of all his injuries.

(15) Our company became

large

after the merger.
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deepest

sloppiest

further

farthest

more often

harder

earliest

slower

bigger

better

most

more polite

closest

worst

larger


